Design the labs that fit your needs perfectly.
LabsByDesign is the easiest and most cost effective way for you to design the physiology teaching labs that perfectly fit your needs. It's a unique alternative to the one size fits all, canned approach to standard lab systems that force you to purchase equipment you don’t need and will never use. Now you can stretch your budget and afford more of the things you do need.

Here's how LabsByDesign works.
You choose from more than 150 iWorx professionally authored lab experiments in cardiovascular, respiratory and neuromuscular physiology. An easy to use web-based selection guide lets you simply check-off those labs you want to teach. The automated LabsByDesign configurator then gets to work tailoring the necessary components from our complete line of data recording modules, sensors, electrodes, stimulators and other supporting accessories along with the courseware necessary to support the experiments you selected. One of our LabsByDesign technical consultants will then contact you to ensure the solution fits your requirements precisely.

The end result is a complete package that does exactly what you want...no more, no less.

Design your own labs today online.
Visit www.iworx.com/labsbydesign.htm. Select the experiments you want and let LabsByDesign configure the lab components – it’s that easy!
Need to promote open positions, fellowship opportunities, programs, or conferences in physiology?

Advertise in the publications of The American Physiological Society (APS). The APS publications are a perfect way to advertise to research investigators, clinicians, educators, and information specialists in all disciplines of physiology. The society’s newsletter, The Physiologist and the beautifully illustrated journal, Physiology, are sent to over 11,500 members. Some issues are featured at high attendance meetings like the Society for Neuroscience and Experimental Biology annual meetings. Email ads are available starting at $250 per issue.

CONTACT FASEB AdNet at 301-634-7156 or email adnet@faseb.org for an ad estimate.
View APS rate card and full media kit at www.faseb.org/adnet.
Scope of Journal

*Advances in Physiology Education* is dedicated to the improvement of teaching and learning physiology both in specialized courses and in the broader context of general biology education. *Advances* also aims to increase recognition of physiology education as a scholarly activity. The journal publishes peer reviewed descriptions of new strategies for teaching in the classroom and laboratory, essays on education, and review articles for teachers on our current understanding of physiological mechanisms, new technology for teaching and research, and pedagogy. Columns provide reviews of textbooks and other learning resources, annotated bibliographies of relevant articles from other journals or web sites, profiles of physiology educators, and notices and reports of meetings of interest.

Authors are required to submit papers online at [www.apscentral.org](http://www.apscentral.org).
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**A Few HOT Articles**

**PGC-1: a key regulator of energy metabolism**

Huiyun Liang, Walter F. Ward


**The power of real-time PCR**

Mark A. Valasek, Joyce J. Repa


**A role for transcription factor NF-B in autoimmunity: possible interactions of genes, sex, and the immune response**

Elizabeth Dale, Miriam Davis, Denise L. Faustman


**Where’s the evidence that active learning works?**

Joel Michael


**Smooth muscle contraction and relaxation**

R. Clinton Webb
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**Reader & Author Benefits**

- Fully searchable text, including PubMed
- Rich color and sharp resolution of figures
- Editor’s Home Page at: www.the-aps.org/publications/advan
- Accepted research papers are now published online within a few days after their acceptance
- Access to the extensive collection of back issues available online 12 months after publication
- FREE e-mail notification of new content as it becomes available
- Perpetual/Electronic Archiving of the LOCKSS and CLOCKSS systems preserves the electronic content of all APS journals
LabTutor
Unique approach, extraordinary results

Are you searching for a way to make your laboratory teaching sessions much more productive and cost effective? Here are three reasons to consider using ADInstruments PowerLab® data acquisition systems with LabTutor® software:

New Learning Opportunities
Performing experiments makes learning more effective. However budgetary constraints can reduce valuable learning opportunities. There is a solution. LabTutor’s unique approach enables independent learning, shorter lab sessions, less reliance on instructors and excellent outcomes.

Comprehensive Courseware
LabTutor brings scientific concepts to life with over 50 experiments and 250 exercises in fields of human, animal and exercise physiology, pharmacology and biology. Easy to navigate experiments provide step-by-step instructions, data acquisition, analysis and integrated reports.

Tailor your Experiments
Use LabAuthor® software tools to tailor LabTutor experiments for your life science curriculum. Add extra information, modify protocols or change report questions. You can even create your own experiments.

Contact us for an obligation-free demonstration.
Tel: 1 888 965 6040  Email: unique@adinstruments.com
Web: www.adinstruments.com/unique

ADINSTRUMENTS
making science easier

CELEBRATING OVER 20 YEARS OF INNOVATIONS